BUSINESS AND FINANCE
Report to the Governance Committee
Meeting:

In Camera
Open

Presented for:

Information
Approval

Meeting Date:

June 10, 2013

Presented by:

Isabel Grace, Superintendent of Business/Finance

Subject:

2013-2014 Draft Budget Information

Recommended Action(s):
That the Governance Committee recommend to
the Board that the 2013-2014 Operating Expenses Budget, in the amount of
$158,256,709 and the 2013-2014 Capital Expenses Budget in the amount of
$11,095,330 be approved as presented.
Background
In the spring of 2013, the Ministry of Education released the draft funding regulations for
2013/14. Since that time, administration has been reviewing its enrolment projections and
related grant calculations, staffing allocations, resource needs and departmental requirements.
The core objective of the 2013/14 budget process will be to match the Strategic and Operational
priorities of the Peterborough Victoria Northumberland and Clarington Catholic District School
Board with available resources, and consequently develop a budget that is compliant with the
Education Act.
Addressing Our Strategic Priorities
Actions planned for 2013/14 continue to build on initiatives of the previous fiscal periods and
reflect the Board’s strategic priorities, which are:






Spiritual Growth
Enhanced Relationships
Effective Communications
Improved Student Learning
Staff Learning
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Many of the recommendations in the Strategic Priorities documents are intended to be
accomplished within current budget allocations and by leveraging Ministry funding from
provincial initiatives.
The following reports and updates were brought forward to trustees this fiscal year:
April 8, 2013

GSN release: Highlights of the 2013-14 GSN

May 13, 2013

Governance Committee: Staffing Allocations and Preliminary Budget
Information

May 28, 2013

Board Meeting: Budget and Staffing Update: Staffing Summaries Report

June 10, 2013

Governance Committee: Draft Budget Information

Challenges for 2013-2014
Some of the inflationary costs and pressures identified by administration have not changed
significantly from prior years and are as follows:









Program pressure
o maintaining existing programs where funding changes have not covered
expenditure increases required for maintaining the status quo
o implementing mandatory programs where funding is insufficient
o providing adequate resources (supplies and equipment) for schools
o expanding secondary programs to improve retention and graduation
o continued requirements for training and professional learning in order to protect
the gains achieved, and to further improve student achievement
Declining enrolment in some elementary schools and in secondary schools
Funding and staffing allocations/changes arising from the provincial labour frameworks,
particularly with respect to job security clauses
Staffing allocations to meet Ministry guidelines for class sizes
Implementation of Year 4 of Full Day Kindergarten (FDK) program
Transportation contracts/bus operator association conflicts with competitive procurement
Constraint and savings measures continued within in Grants for Student Needs

Key components of the Grants for Student Needs (GSN) for 2013/14
The 2013/14 Grants for Student Needs (GSN) focus on a few key areas:




Various funding reductions to reflect the Memorandum of Understanding signed between
the Ministry of Education and the Ontario English Catholic Teachers Association
(OECTA), and legislated as part of Putting Students First Act (PFSA) and the supporting
regulations. Specifically, these include reduction in the Foundation Grant principal and
teacher salary benchmarks of 1.5% to reflect three unpaid days, reduction of .167% in
the benefits benchmark due to the phase out of retirement gratuities, adjustment to the
Teacher Qualifications and Experience Grant to provide for salary grid movement on the
97th day of the school year, and increased supply teacher benchmarks to support
changes to the sick leave plan.
Introduction of four-year secondary school strategy, including administrative and funding
changes related to the 34-credit threshold to reduce the number of secondary school
credits that are fully funded. Funding for the day-school program for credits over a 34credit threshold will be differentiated.
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Funding increase to address cost pressures in key areas (pension contributions, nonstaff portions of school operations, expected rise in electricity costs.)
Continued phasing-in of changes to Special Equipment Amount (SEA) eligibility for
technology purchases. This is moving towards a per-pupil provincial benchmark.
Structural reforms: phasing in changes to demographic information based on 2006
Census data which impacts selected allocations;
Measures to phase in a reduction in Plant and Operations allocation for select boards
based on revised benchmark data,
Continuation of the School Condition Improvement Grant for capital projects.
Signals the Ministry’s intention to work with the education sector on ways to improve
current accountability and reporting requirements.

Enrolment Projections-Elementary
Projected Elementary Enrolments for the grant and tuition revenue 2013-2014 are as follows:
Elementary pupils

Actual Enrolment
2011/12

Revised Estimates
2012/13

Projected
Enrolment
2013/14

Variance from
Revised
Estimates

8,502.25

8,489.5

8,511.00

21.5

For the purposes of calculating Average Daily Enrolment within the Grants for Student Needs
(GSN), students attending full-day early learning kindergarten program (FDK) in the approved
sites are only counted as a .5 FTE, similar to other JK/SK students. Funding to support the
incremental costs of providing full-day learning is provided outside the GSN, and is allocated to
boards on a per-pupil basis, based on a previously submitted projected enrolment figure.
Boards that have enrolment that exceeds the projected enrolment will be capped at the already
determined allocation. Funding for the program is capped at 1274 pupils for 2013/14, which is
the enrolment included in the budget estimates. Should the registrations exceed 1274 by
September 2013, there will be a revenue shortfall of approximately $5,500 per student.
In addition, Administration, with the concurrence of the Board of trustees, is implementing the
FDK program at St.Paul’s Norwood for September 2013, rather than September 2014, due to
the completion of the classroom addition. The budget estimates include the additional cost of
providing a teacher and 2 ECE’s in order to offer the program one year early. The costs are
considered a one-time event as the final year of FDK funding will follow in 2014, capturing and
providing per pupil funding of all students registered. These net additional costs on 2013/14 of
approximately $210,000 are being funded via the use of Accumulated Surplus.
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Enrolment Projections-Secondary
Projected Secondary Enrolments for the grant and tuition revenue 2013/14 are as follows:
Secondary pupils

Actual Enrolment
2011/12

Revised Estimates
2012/13

Projected
Enrolment
2013/14

Variance from
Revised
Estimates

4,994.77

4,831.1

4,719.04

(112.06)

Secondary school enrolment for 2013/14 has been adjusted to incorporate the revised method
of calculating credits in relation to the 34-credit threshold.
Projected 2013/2014 Staffing Allocations
Funding for school boards through the Grants for Student Needs (GSN) is calculated using
many different formulae to support particular components of classroom education. These
formulae make significant use of benchmarks for staffing, salaries and benefits. In some cases,
the Ministry will calculate “notional shares” to determine the amount of an individual grant that is
allocated to a spending category. Balancing these allocations and the associated expenditure
isn’t essential, nor always desirable as local or community needs may create different priorities.
As well, there have been traditional gaps between the funding from the Foundation Grant and
the Qualifications and Experience Grant allocated for salaries and benefits and the actual costs
incurred by the Board.
The number of teaching staff allocated within the school system must conform to a number of
requirements including the Primary Class Size initiative and the provision of preparation time as
per the Board’s collective agreement with its teaching staff. The differences experienced
between the number of teachers funded and the number of teachers allocated/staffed by boards
is usually as a result of the pattern of dispersion of students within that board’s geographic area.
Administration has been working with principals to organize schools for 2013/14 in a manner
that will achieve the Ministry targets on class size within the staffing allocation provided.
Administration anticipates additional students will be enrolling prior to September, particularly in
Junior Kindergarten. Where those changes occur, it may be necessary to reorganize classes at
a particular school in September in order to meet the class size guidelines.
In addition, adjustments to school administration are being reviewed and phased in over the
next few fiscal periods. Changes(increases and decreases) to the complement to respond to
enrolment changes have begun this year, and will continue to be monitored over time. Senior
administration will be working with the secondary school principals on a transition plan during
2013/14 in order to adjust the secondary vice-principal complement as enrolment continues to
decline. Finally, for the purposes of succession planning and regional opportunity, senior
administration will be exploring opportunities to support elementary vice-principal positions in
Northumberland and City of Kawartha Lakes. This may involve adjusting the allocation of
current vice-principals in relation to enrolment changes and funding benchmarks.
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GSN - Foundation
Grant

Ministry
Benchmark

PVNC allocation

Positions (FTE)
funded by Board
outside of
Foundation Grant

Shortfall - at
PVNC average
salary & benefits
E=$93,242
S=$101,240

Teaching Staff
Elementary
(including prep time
and PCS)

478.22

486.86

8.64

805,611

Secondary
(including Student
Success.)

292.25

293.67

1.42

143,760

(10.06)

(949,371)

Shortfall in
Foundation Grant
for positions

GSN – School
Foundation Grant

Ministry
Benchmark

Intended PVNC
allocation

Ministry funding
based on
benchmark

PVNC costs
(salaries &
benefits)

Principals
Elementary

30.5

30

3,801,741

3,890,442

Secondary

6

6

815,622

879,647

Elementary

6.03

5.83

711,632

696,738

Secondary

9.34

11.0

1,168,118

1,341,955

Elementary

41.07

35.43

2,178,440

1,932,387

Secondary

23.13

26.20

1,292,635

1,455,488

9,968,188

10,196,657

Vice-Principals

School
Secretaries

Total

Shortfall

(228,469)
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Expenditures in Support of Catholic Education
The Board makes significant investments on an annual basis in support of Catholic Education.
These investments are Board decisions and are funded using components of the many
allocations provided in the GSN. Some of these expenditures are now organized as part of the
Office for Faith Development. In addition, there are expenditures incurred at the schools that are
not individually captured for reporting purposes. The more significant of these investments are
as follows:
Religion and Family Life Consultants
Support for resources and professional development through the Office of Faith
Development
Secondary School Chaplaincy Leads

$209,441
147,681

Total

$948,725

591,270

Accumulated Surplus (formerly referred to as Reserves)
School boards are required to create budgets that are drafted in accordance with PSAB (Public
Sector Accounting Board) reporting requirements, and which are in compliance with the
Education Act.
Generally, compliance with the Education Act requires total spending to be equal to or less than
total revenue. There are circumstances where an in-year deficit is permissible if there were
prior surpluses (called Accumulated Surplus). The draw on the accumulated surplus is limited
to ensure this action does not place the board in undue financial risk. The draw on accumulates
surplus is limited to the lesser of:



The board’s Accumulated Surplus for the preceding year, and
1 percent of the board’s operating revenue (approximately $1.3 million)

A budget that is compliant for the purposes of the Education Act may show a deficit for the
purposes of reporting in accordance with PSAB requirements (i.e. reflecting the current costs of
future employee benefits and amortization of unsupported assets.) Where necessary,
administration has provided a reconciliation to show the differences between these two
positions.
For 2013/14, the draft budget will reflect a deficit. The draft budget is compliant for the
purposes of the Education Act. A net current year deficit of $498,351 is being reported. This
deficit is attributable to the self-funding of additional FDK students and classes, and completion
of the final year of a 4 year assessment initiative lead by Learning Support Services. This deficit
is being funded via Accumulated Surplus.
The estimated balance of the Operating Accumulated Surplus following the 2013/14 budgeted
deficit is approximately $3.66 million.
Concluding comments
Many of the budget assumptions have been determined using past experience, however
changes to the labour frameworks have introduced complexities for which there continues to be
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a great deal of uncertainty with regards to budgeting cost structures or estimating additional
revenues committed by the Ministry of Education.
Clarification of these issues will continue into the fall of 2013 and beyond and known changes
will be incorporated within the Revised Estimates submitted in December 2013. Should some of
the remaining budget assumptions vary from the projections, trustees will be apprised of any
significant unbudgeted issues that require resolution via the use of Accumulated Surplus i.e. if
additional teachers are needed to meet Primary Class Size compliance requirements.
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